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Cuba Rushford Central School District
June 15, 2012

Custom Shared device Plan & Timeline Final Report
Purpose of the Engagement
This engagement was designed to assist Cuba Rushford Central School District with the planning process
involved in launching a 21st Century learning initiative that involves a laptop program. Using a shared device
planning tool, this report will document and assess the readiness of the school as well as provide next step
recommendations and a draft timeline for the implementation of the initiative.

Goals of the Engagement





Significantly reduce the research and planning burden on faculty and staff
Assess the physical & cultural readiness of Cuba Rushford’s environment for a shared device program
Assist Cuba Rushford in identifying critical success factors not previously considered
Recommend best practices within the context of the Cuba Rushford’s unique culture and environment to
reduce risk and time to launch
 Significantly reduce the likelihood of costly implementation challenges
st
 Increase the efficacy of time the school will spend planning its 21 Century learning initiative and shared
device implementation

Description and Approach
Senior Collaborators, Janet Herdman & Karen Montgomery, served as Project Leads based on Cuba
Rushford’s unique characteristics, culture, and preliminary needs. The Collaborators facilitated two separate
interactive, Project Scope Assurance (PSA) Calls with a committee consisting of Kevin Shanley, Superintendent;
Carlos Gildemeister, MS Principal/Technology Admin; Jay Morris, Technology Integration Specialist; Diane
Weatherell, Financial Manager; and Paul Austin, Technology Support.
The eight essential elements in the Anatomy of One-to-One provided the foundation for the discussions (see
Appendix I). Between calls, the Collaborators discussed findings and produced a working document (see
Appendix II) that provided structure for the second call as well as the report.
During the PSA Discussions, the Cuba Rushford team reviewed whether they had already completed the various
tasks associated with the eight specific topic areas. These are generally recognized as the most important areas
of consideration in establishing a successful shared device program. This report provides estimated budget
figures if external help is deemed necessary as well as estimated time commitments should Cuba Rushford chose
to complete the recommended tasks internally. Some of the recommendations may be completed via the other
One-to-One Readiness Jumpstart’s services (classroom collaboration tools, on-site coaching, learning walk
rubric, and three additional hours of extended mentoring). The report will indicate when this is possible.

Functional Reviews
The following is a review of each of the eight functional areas of discussion. The timeline has been defined in
three phases
 Phase 1 - prior to teacher laptop distribution
 Phase 2 - prior to student laptop distribution
 Phase 3 – ongoing after student laptop distribution
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Goals and Objectives
st

Successful 21 Century learning initiatives begin with a clear understanding of the institution’s goals. To ensure
success, program objectives must align with the institution’s mission. Additionally, the institution must define, up
front, what success means, establish baselines for comparison and determine how success will be measured
going forward.
Cuba Rushford’s mission “To prepare students to be life-long learners who are independent, involved, and
conscientious citizens in a global community” directs a focus toward digital learning. The district vision is “To
become a regional model of excellence.” One of the challenges for the shared device, one to one
implementation will be to involve stakeholders in careful planning to incorporate the planned changes.
The following were listed as barriers to implementation: funding; community perception; transition of New York
State to high accountability; common core transition; and students’ home access. Cuba Rushford goals for the
implementation will be move to a digital environment, reduce costs for printing, and change students’ college and
career readiness for the better.

Summary

st

The rollout will have an extended timeline. However, measurable goals and objectives of the 21 Century learning
initiative need to be addressed as soon as possible. It is recommended that Cuba Rushford consider outside
assistance. The quickest and most cost efficient way of doing this is via a tech plan engagement. Tech planning
will address the goals, data collection, and data evaluation in the short and long term as well as assist Cuba
Rushford with completing their network upgrades.
Formal development of goals requires more discussion with Cuba Rushford community. One suggestion is
including real world situations as part of goals. This would speak to Cuba Rushford’s mission statement as well as
st
21 Century teaching and learning. Data collection around such a goal would include data from teacher, student,
and parent surveys; learning walks; and teacher and student portfolio evaluation.

Recommendations








Involve all constituencies through online surveys, focus groups, town hall meetings, newsletters, etc. for
several purposes:
 Communicating decisions as they are made
 Assist stake-holder buy-in
In addition to the teacher survey, consider other baseline data for measuring the success of the program.
Further enhance this report to develop a more detailed strategic plan that includes action plans, timelines,
data collection, resources needed, policies and procedures, training, etc.
st
It is important to develop and remain connected to the goals of the 21 Century learning initiative. Once
developed, the measurable objectives of the initiative should be published and shared as much as
possible with all constituencies. Set realistic expectations and timelines for implementation to be shared
with all stakeholders.
Creating a Culture for Change Engagement – Educational Collaborators can assist Cuba Rushford in
identifying the cultural readiness of the environment for a shared device engagement and provide a
detailed report of areas that require additional attention as well as specific recommendations to achieve
success in those areas. Educational Collaborators can assist Cuba Rushford with on-site focus groups to
lay baseline statistics. This is an important step in determining the best way to work with parents and
faculty to assure their support. Surveys, repeated annually, will measure progress and changes in skills
and attitudes. They can show where to place emphasis as the program progresses.
Estimated cost - $15,000 plus travel & expenses

The following page provides a table detailing the review of the issues discussed relative to this functional area “Goals and Objectives.”
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Goals and
Objectives

Specific Recommendations

Tying Initiative
to Mission

Shared device initiative should be viewed
by all stakeholders as tied to the district
mission.

Creating a
vision of
possibilities

Formal development of goals should
include input from faculty, students, and
parents.

Consensus
gathering
around
common goals

Since Cuba Rushford’s teachers are
willing but need help, teacher consensus
can be gained via professional
development and faculty meetings.
Suggest developing regular
communication with parents (town hall
meetings, surveys) and students
(advisory/homeroom discussions,
surveys) as well.

Understanding
conditions of
constituent
satisfaction

Regular surveys and focus group
meetings will help Cuba Rushford with
understanding constituent satisfaction.

Defining
Program
Success

Once measureable goals are defined,
data collection around those goals can be
developed – i.e. surveys, teacher and
student portfolios, walk thru data
collection, etc.

Identifying
barriers/know
what you what
to change

A strong Professional Development Plan
will address the teachers’ traditional
mindset. Barriers related to students and
parents are not yet known.

Estimated
Internal Cost

6 hours

6 hours

Estimated External
Cost
Tying initiative to district
mission can be included
in the Creating a Culture
for Change engagement.

Formal development of
goals can be included in
the Creating a Culture
for Change engagement.

5-10 hours/
month

See Creating a Culture
for Change

8-20 hours
annually

Four mentoring hours
includes development of
a student and parent
survey as well as a brief
data interpretation.

10 hours

Three mentoring
hours once measurable
goals are defined

8-20 hours
annually
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See Creating a Culture
for Change

Phase/
Timing

1

Additional Comments
Cuba Rushford’s District
Mission – Haven't
necessarily tied 1:1 initiative
to the mission - work to do

1

Cuba Rushford’s mission
statement provides several
possibilities for developing
formal goals. Teacher
survey data (Appendix III)
will provide insight into
goals.

1

EC can also assist with
focus groups by developing
questions around the goals,
facilitating the discussions,
and reporting on the
findings.

1

EC can also assist with
focus groups by developing
questions around the goals,
facilitating the discussions,
and reporting on the
findings.

1

Success of the program can
be defined by the change
reflected in the annual
collection of the data.

1

Annual collection of data will
help Cuba Rushford
understand if previous
barriers have been removed
and if new barriers have

developed.
Determining
what, when &
how often to
measure

Once the baseline data is determined, it is
suggested that the school collect and
compare the data annually.

Estimate at least
30 hours
annually

Conducting
Baseline
Assessments

In addition to the teacher survey, student
and parent surveys are also
recommended as well as collection of
data around current teaching and learning
practices. EC can assist in putting this
together. A free service with national
norms is Speak Up Tomorrow.

20-40 hours (not
including survey
time)

Tech Plan
Creation and
Revisions

Shared device
Leadership
Strategies &
Coaching

Dependent on the data
collection devices.

Dependent on the data
collection devices.

1

Annual collection of data
along with updates to
various plans is essential for
maintaining a strong
program.

1

Consider data currently
available such as
standardize tests scores and
Technology Assessment
tests.

Due to changes in network as well as
possible changes in network support, a
tech plan needs be developed as soon as
possible and used as a living document.

80-100 hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement.

ASAP

Learning walks, professional growth
plans, etc. needed. Visit
http://www.cosn.org/ .

4 hours/week

See 21st Century
Administrator’s
Workshop Engagement.

1
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Some schools wait until the
rollout to update their tech
plans. To coordinate all the
changes at Cuba Rushford,
a strong tech plan is
recommended to avoid the
shared device initiative
becoming a separate entity.
A learning walk rubric
related to the goals of the
initiative can be merged with
existing “learning walk”
practices.

Financial Planning
Cuba Rushford is reviewing device options for their shared device 1:1 initiative. The district has already made a
concerted effort to identify cost for the program. The district is looking beyond the technology budget for funding
options. Their goal is to reduce textbook and paper costs to assist in the funding. In addition, ERate and BOCES
funds will be funding options for the program. Survey data indicates that staff are concerned about a sustainable
funding plan for technology.

Summary
The initial year of any shared device program is most costly and is dependent on many factors – device, existing
infrastructure, software, needed support personnel, training, etc. EC suggests an estimated total cost of
$1000/student per year be considered in year two and beyond. However, this number is also dependent on a
variety of factors. Most shared device schools consider financial management strategies like leasing to develop a
long-term, fiscally sound program. A tech plan engagement can assist with the long and short term needs
concerning the financial planning and network upgrades as well as the student/teacher devices.

Recommendations










Establish a plan for replacement of devices which are either broken due to accidental damage or lost
by students
Develop a spreadsheet of all known costs identifying first year and ongoing costs associated with the
program
Consider possible revenue streams such as textbook funds to offset costs of the program
Financial plans should also include incidental costs such as extra batteries and cases
The total cost of the plan needs to include personnel to support and training costs
Track and document the annual costs to assist in projecting the cost in years two and beyond
Consider a comprehensive Total Cost of Ownership study as well as a comprehensive Value On
Investment study
Understand the school’s financial options – direct purchase, leasing, and lease to purchase.
Financial Plan Review - Educational Collaborators can work with the Cuba Rushford to evaluate its
community culture and financial position to determine which funding mechanisms will work best. The
EC team can help build a budget for the shared device program and work with the school to organize
budget lines to maintain an on-going total cost of ownership view.
An expert in planning the finances of shared device can work with Cuba Rushford to review plans for
funding the program. Based on the unique characteristics of the school’s environment, an
experienced Collaborator will explore the benefits and liabilities of parent owned programs, leases,
purchases, insurance, and software management. A template budget will be provided and EC will
work with Cuba Rushford leaders to develop a three year budget for the program. Significant input
from Cuba Rushford’s leaders will be required in order to provide accuracy and predictability.
However, the outcome will be peace of mind and a framework from which Cuba Rushford can make
more strategic decision.
Estimated cost - $5000

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area - “Financial Planning.”
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Financial Planning
Developing a Rollout/Refresh
Strategy relative to budget &
needs

Specific Recommendations

Look at the TCO when establishing
the refresh cycle.

Estimated
Internal Cost

6 hours

Include in the development of the
tech plan.

40-80 hours

Aligning budget to goals to
quantify return of Value On
Investment

Include in the development of the
tech plan

20 hours

Cash Flow Analysis &
Planning

Managing Mid-Cycle
Moves/Adds/Deletes

n/a

Phase/Timing

prior to rollout

See Financial
Plan Review

Identification/classification of
cost drivers: TCO Analysis for
1:1

Determining Asset Ownership:
Pros/Cons

Estimated
External Cost

Suggest mentoring hours with an
experienced shared device financial
advisor.
It is very important to establish a
long term plan to ensure
sustainability for future years and
technology refreshes. Suggest
mentoring hours with an experience
shared device financial advisor.
Since the school enrollment remains
constant, mid-cycle changes do not
need to be addressed.

20 hours

40 hours

n/a
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With tech plan
development

If elected, any
or all of these
services could
be bundled
into a
Financial Plan
Review or
addressed as
a separate
engagement
or through the
use mentoring
hours.

With tech plan
development

With tech plan
development

With tech plan
development

n/a

Other Comments
Suggest contacting
other schools that have
tried the different
refresh cycles for pros
and cons.
Visit
http://www.cosn.org/Init
iatives/ClassroomTotal
CostofOwnership/TCO
Home/tabid/5118/Defa
ult.aspx
Visit
http://www.cosn.org/Init
iatives/ValueofInveCub
a
Rushfordent/ValueofIn
veCuba
RushfordentHome/tabi
d/5133/Default.aspx

Software Budget & Planning

Student Financial Assistance
Planning

Accidental Damage & Theft
Insurance
Procurement Strategies:
Purchase/Finance/Lease

Financial Institution Evaluation

Need to understand what is currently
being used at school and what
software will support the goals of the
initiative. Suggest mentoring hours
with an experienced shared device
network administrator.
Grant monies or broadband
checkout cards available for students
who need financial support for
Internet at their home
Discussion with vendor includes
warranty and additional optional
insurance for parents.
School has indicated they are
reviewing iPads. Suggest mentoring
hours with an experience shared
device financial advisor to
understand the pros/cons of leasing
network equipment.
If the school is purchasing all the
new equipment, this is not needed.
If financing the purchase or leasing
equipment, referrals can be
provided.

20 hours

6 hours

With network
design and tech
plan
development

With purchase
of devices

0-40 hours

ASAP

n/a

If financing or
leasing, need to
address prior to
purchase of
equipment
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Most schools offer
financial assistance not
only for tuition but also
for tech fees.
Make sure families
understand their
responsibilities.
There are definite
benefits to leasing
equipment to stabilize
tech budget and
upgrades.

Infrastructure Development
A networked mobile computing device in the hands of every student will undoubtedly require an institution to reevaluate its current IT Infrastructure to be sure it can handle the incremental load that will be placed on it.
Teachers will quickly become disenchanted with the program if the network is not reliable. A shared device or
shared device program presents unique challenges to school network administrators, such as new demands on
login servers, wireless routers, data security and storage capacity. Survey data indicates that staff are concerned
about having a reliable network for technology integration and learning.

Summary
Many schools are looking to the cloud to help develop a “mobile” network. Free web based software like Google
Apps and Microsoft 365 are being seriously considered by more and more schools. Such software lessens the
strain on the school’s network. The school has already started network upgrades; however, a tech plan
engagement would again help the district solidify their plans.

Recommendations










Keep the network design flexible and place as much in the cloud as possible. Thorough documentation is
essential for ongoing support.
Determine the configuration of the tech areas as soon as possible.
Coordinate all network, electrical, and construction work with other summer work. Typically, schools have
a variety of tasks to complete during the summer. It is important to make sure that the projects do not
interfere with each other.
Throughout the coming two years, particular attention should be paid to the user experience as the
program grows and increases demands on the network. As with any new initiative, extraordinary effort
should be made to ensure that unforeseen problems are caught and rectified as soon as possible. This
ranges from front line (in the classroom) user support to analyzing back-end network logs.
Design systems to maximize the user experience. Sufficient load testing, monitoring, and maintenance
need to be incorporated in the network design. Ensure that sufficient bandwidth from both the wireless
network and Internet access need to be maintained.
Technology Plan - Educational Collaborators can assist Cuba Rushford in the creation a basic
Technology Plan. The EC team will research relevant documents such as mission, vision, and strategic
plan. Using the goals and measurable objectives of Cuba Rushford’s initiative, relevant data is collection
and action items developed. Each action item is designated with a time line, responsible party, data
collection, evaluation and analysis, and budget. EC will provide a recommendation of products or
services to achieve the action items to help reduce the burden of research.
Estimated cost - $5000
Infrastructure Audit and Network Design - In this engagement, a team of Collaborators with
experience running shared device programs will support a Collaborator on-site to learn and analyze Cuba
Rushford’s infrastructure and develop a network design based on best practices. Upon completion, Cuba
Rushford will be provided a detailed report indicating the strengths and limitations of the school’s
infrastructure relative to the needs of a shared device program along with specific recommendations
including product options to remedy the needs of the infrastructure. This can save tremendous time and
money in research, evaluation, and testing of materials.
Estimated cost - $4000 plus travel & expenses

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area - “Infrastructure
Development.”
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Infrastructure
Development

Evaluation of load
management in
anticipation of shared
device

Evaluation of tools for
monitoring network load
and computer use

Evaluation of storage
volume and organization in
anticipation of shared
device

Evaluation of Internet
bandwidth and network
traffic shaping

Battery & Power
Requirements

Specific Recommendations
The current filter is
Lightspeed. Improvements in
network speed and delivery
have been made. Continue to
evaluate and improve the
network with an emphasis in
video traffic.
Avaya is the web based
management tool. Ensure
monitoring is established to
be proactive not reactive in
support.
The district uses backup to
tape. They have a 32
terabyte san and installing an
additional 16. Use of cloud
storage may be beneficial to
assist with incremental
demands.
There are at times issues of
outages and slowness. The
district is working with Avaya
to make this more
dependable. Evaluate the
network for bottlenecks.
Internet speeds should be
monitored and should not
exceed 70% capacity to
accommodate spikes.
Battery replacement cycle will
be dependent upon the device
selected.

Estimated
Internal
Cost

Estimated External
Costs

Phase/Timing

16 hours

1

20 hours

1

20 hours

If elected, can be
included in
infrastructure audit
and network design
engagement.

A pervasive wireless
network using N technology
with approximately 98%
coverage has been
installed. They have fully
switched 1 gig access to
the classroom.

2

5 hours

20 hours

1

Other Comments

If elected, can be
included in
infrastructure audit
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2

Loaner batteries should be
available at the help desk
or media center.

and network design
engagement.

Print Management &
Strategies

Wireless Traffic
Management/Load
Balancing/Security/Filter

Web and Database
Resource Integration

The school is interested in
moving to a paperless
environment. Encouraging
users to use a centralized
portal repository such as
Sharepoint, Moodle or
possibly MyBig Campus will
assist users from needing the
hard copies.
The district filter is
Lightspeed. The regional
center (not local) gets
something unblocked within
24 hours. Ensure the process
is well defined and
communicated for staff. Staff
concerns regarding the
Internet filter and student
safety should be addressed.

6 hours

If elected, can be
included in tech plan
engagement.

2

20 hours

If elected, can be
included in
infrastructure audit
and network design
engagement.

1

20 hours

More information
needed before giving
specific
recommendations.

1
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Suggest asking a few other
shared device schools
about their experience with
printing.

The district monitors traffic
on sites.

Faculty Development
A shared device learning environment can have a transformative impact on your classrooms. Your teachers are
the “front line” and ultimately will determine the success of your shared device program. A multi-year professional
development plan for teachers is recommended. Shared device programs that have had the most success have
had strong staff development programs. Recognize that the impact to changing pedagogy will take three to five
years.

Summary
Faculty is obviously a concern as they are so critical to the success of the program. It is important to meet
teachers where they are. Make sure the staff development program is aligned with other staff development
initiatives within the district. Professional Development should not be one size fits all. There is value in visiting
other schools and attending conferences for 1:1. We suggest the Lausanne Laptop Institute as a conference of
high quality. EC can recommend nearby shared device schools if Cuba Rushford is interested.

Recommendations









Incorporate baseline data from survey results identified in Appendix III.
st
Implement individualized professional growth plans for teachers if currently not in use and include 21
Century teaching skills as related to the initiative’s goals as well as needed tech skills. EC can provide a
skill based evaluation for teachers to determine their specific needs related to technology.
Training for staff should be multi faceted and include technology skills, pedagogy changes, and
classroom management with technology.
Encourage teachers to develop their own “Personal Learning Networks” for professional growth.
Consider new teacher and new student laptop training programs. Schools like any organization should
anticipate growth as well as turnover. Much is being done to help faculty and students with the initial
rollout. A plan should be in place to help transfer students as well as teachers new to the school.
Determine the training necessary for students and keep teachers informed of student training and help
resources. It would be helpful for teachers to understand student skill sets when embedding technology
in the curriculum.
Though not as critical with students, EC can help with a skill based evaluation for students to determine
their specific needs related to technology.
Professional Development Plan - Educational Collaborators makes every effort to build strategic
professional development plans that help educators understand the importance of 21st century skills and
best practices for integrating them into the curriculum. Our training encourages participants to be
collaborative and allows for the use of 21st century tools. Using a combination of expert coaching,
mentoring and train-the-trainer approaches, we guide teachers and administrators to look for and build
upon expertise within their school or district. Using the teacher assessment recently deployed as part of
the Shared device Readiness Jumpstart grant project, EC will help Cuba Rushford clarify the purpose and
potential of a variety of tools and to help maximize the impact they have on learning. This will result the
development and delivery of a comprehensive plan for professional development for the 2011-2012
school year that meets the specific needs of Cuba Rushford.
Estimated cost - $12,000 plus travel & expenses

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area -“Faculty
Development.”
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Faculty Development

Specific Recommendations

Schedule and calendar
modifications

Cuba has previously used summer camps
and ongoing coaching. They have 20 days
for inservice.

21st Century
learning/development of
student-teacher
resources/integrating
student-based activities

Review survey results in Appendix III. A
tiered PD plan will better address the
specific needs of the teachers.

Understanding the value
and application of
pedagogical approaches

Tying PD to the goals of the initiative is
critical for a successful kickoff to the PD.
Suggest working with district instruction to
make sure the training “fits” with other PD.

Classroom Management
in a shared device
program

Teachers have expressed some concern
already. DyKnow will be used to assist with
classroom management. Suggest working
with DyKnow to make sure the training “fits”
with other PD.

Maintaining current
information in a rapidly
changing world by
developing professional
learning networks

Recommend including the development of
individual professional learning networks
for teachers as well as students.

Developing comfort with
new technologies such
as:

Laptop/Tablet specific
skills

Students are advanced and willing to
assist staff. A tiered PD plan that is reevaluated on an annual basis as well as
Professional Growth Plans is
recommended.
Most staff are comfortable in this area,
Select teachers that are using some of
these tools, consider having them lead the
training of other teachers.

Estimated
Internal
Cost

Estimated
External
Costs

Phase/
Timing

unknown

n/a

ASAP

In year 1,
estimate 30
hours/
faculty
member
Typically 8
hours/
faculty
member
Initial
training,
estimate 4
hours/
faculty
member
In phase 1,
8 hours/
faculty
member

Typically 3
hrs/faculty
member
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Other Resources
Set next year’s calendar to
include PD time for faculty into
schedule.

1-3

Visit
http://www.p21.org/index.php?opt
ion=com_content&task=view&id=
254&Itemid=120

1

A train the trainer model is
suggested. Need to determine
which pedagogical approaches fit
well with initiative’s goals.

See PD Plan
Engagement

2

Visit
http://www.4dmo.com/w/index.ph
p?title=Classroom_Management_
of_Laptops

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

Visit
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=mghGV37TeK8

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

Visit
http://www.iste.org/standards.asp
x

1

Cuba Rushford’s PD should
include train the trainer model to
actively involved teachers in the
PD plan.

See PD Plan
Engagement

See PD Plan
Engagement

See PD Plan
Engagement

Course management
software
(i.e. Moodle or
Blackboard)

Evaluating Moodle and MyBigCampus.
Training needs is “fit” with all other PD.
st

Web 2.0 general tools
(blogs, wikis, social
networking)

Web 2.0 tools fits well with the 21 Century
learning initiative and a shared device
program. Staff are not currently using
these tools to a great extent. Vendor will
help with some of this. Training needs to
“fit” with all other PD.

Collaboration tools
(Google Apps, Office
Live)

Looking at Microsoft Live. Collaboration
st
also fits well with the 21 Century learning
initiative and a shared device program.

Screen casting and
presentation tools

Training needs to “fit” with all other PD.

Initial
training,
estimate 4
hours/
faculty
member
Initial
training,
estimate 4
hours/
faculty
member
Initial
training,
estimate 4
hours/
faculty
member
Initial
training,
estimate 4
hours/
faculty
member
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1

Suggest several training
opportunities with use of Moodle
and MyBigCampus.

1-3

Cuba Rushford’s PD plan should
included training that addresses
needed teacher and student skills
as well as curriculum integration
ideas.

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

Cuba Rushford’s PD plan should
include training that addresses
needed teacher and student skills
as well as curriculum integration
ideas.

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

See PD Plan
Engagement

See PD Plan
Engagement

Curriculum Integration
This is where “the rubber hits the road.” The classroom environment presents teachers with so many challenges.
It is difficult not to return to what is comfortable when faced with these challenges on a daily basis. The shared
device computing environment will only add to this noise, making rapid change even more difficult. Still, students
of this generation require a more involved and engaging curriculum. As with the faculty development section, the
PD Plan Engagement is designed to assist Cuba Rushford with curriculum integration based on teachers’ skills,
teaching style, and curriculum.

Summary
Data collected via the baseline teacher assessment has been reviewed and Appendix III contains a brief
interpretation of the findings. Again curriculum integration should not be viewed as one size fits all. It is the
st
student’s experience that is important. Individual classroom evaluation of the 21 Century learning initiative
should be dependent on the teacher’s skills and teaching style as well as the curriculum and students’ skills.

Recommendations









Consider involving teachers in any re-alignment of curriculum to gain buy-in.
During the school year, document successful curricular integration strategies to share at faculty meetings,
with parents, and through marketing strategies.
As your progress through curriculum realignment specifically in working toward the common core, identify
electronic resources directly aligned to the curriculum. Document and share the resources as part of the
process.
Inform your faculty of the goals as well as the data collection required to measure the goals. Learning
walks, faculty professional growth plans, and lesson plan collection and evaluation are needed to
measure the success of the program. Some teachers work over the summer. Make sure they
understand the forthcoming changes especially as they relate to teacher expectations and accountability.
Consider the student’s experience when gathering and evaluating data around the initiative.
Visit http://www.emints.org/about/index.shtml to review a program that focuses on the curriculum and
changes instructional practices using technology as the vehicle.
21st Century Administrators Workshop - The key to sustainable change in schools has always been
administrative support. However, classrooms have changed dramatically over the years and
administrators may also be in need of training and support. Educational Collaborators will facilitate a
custom 1-2 day workshop for administrators to vision and map goals for technology use in the district. As
part of the workshop, EC will also work with the administrators to define methods for assessment and set
forth criteria to measure the goals. Another goal of the workshop will be to offer administrators
suggestions for developing a professional learning network (PLN) which can provide further support.
In addition to the workshop, one EC expert can spend time on-site joining staff on Learning Walks. While
on-site, EC will meet with district staff to report on observations made during the Learning Walks and
make recommendations to keep the district focused on the goals set forth by the administration. A written
summary will also be provided within one week via email. This not only provides further external
assessment of the program but can provide administrators valuable feedback and development on how to
lead technology rich programs.
Estimated cost - $4,000 plus travel & expenses

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area -“Curriculum
Integration.”
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Curriculum Integration

Individual mentoring needs
for teachers

Discipline specific
application of tools

Project and Rubric
Development

Development of external
networks of experts to
bring into the classroom

Student information and
communication technology
literacy.

Specific
Recommendations
PD plan should include
shared device mentoring for
teachers. A team should
include stakeholders from
the building, curriculum, and
technology.
Common Core, APPR, and
Data Driven instruction
initiatives are all required by
the NYS RTTT. Teachers
will want to discuss
integration ideas with
experienced shared device
teachers in their discipline.
Tech integration staff
should be responsible for
this area. A few other
teachers are employing
rubrics as well. Curriculum
guides should identify
electronic resources aligned
to curriculum.
As faculty develops their
individualized professional
learning networks, Cuba
Rushford will be in a better
position to address this
internally.
It is critical that faculty
st
understand the various 21
Century literacies. Train on
literacies that map to goals
of the initiative.

Estimated
Internal Costs

Estimated
External
Costs

Phase/
Timing

In phase 1,
estimate 3
hours/faculty
member

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

PD should include full group, small
group, and mentoring training
methods.

In phase 1,
estimate 15
hours/
discipline

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

Webinars are an excellent way to
connect teachers in the same
discipline.

In phase 1,
estimate15
hours

n/a

1-3

Be sure to involve all faculty
members.

20 hours

EC can provide
a range of
experts
depending on
the Cuba
Rushford’s
needs.

1-3

Webinars are an excellent way to
connect teachers with outside
experts at a low cost.

In phase 1,
estimate 4-8
hours

See 21st
Century
Administrator’s
Workshop

1-3

Visit
http://www.youtube.com/user/21stC
enturyLiteracy#p/f/3/INhOB9gWPiA
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Other Comments

Marketing and Communication
st

Developing a shared device ubiquitous computing model within a 21 Century educational initiative is still a
relatively new concept. The idea usually evokes excitement as well as apprehension within the school and across
the community. A well planned communication strategy across all stakeholders is essential to administrators in
gaining support and setting proper expectations.

Summary

st

Cuba Rushford needs to develop a marketing/communication plan for their 21 Century initiative. Until the plan is
developed and approved as well as an action plan is developed around it, Cuba Rushford should seize every
opportunity to publicize the initiative to the greater Cuba Rushford community as well as keep teachers, students,
and parents informed of decisions related to the initiative.

Specific Recommendations







Notify local media organizations (newspapers, television, etc.) of your plans and successes to generate
positive press.
Publish the goals of the initiative and share with the members of the Cuba Rushford community in a
variety of ways – web page, e-news, etc.
Assign someone to track information on the web related to the school (Wikipedia, personal blogs, etc.)
Orientations should be conducted for all stakeholders.
After the program is underway continue to keep stakeholders updated. Include Board of Education and
broader community as stakeholders.
Marketing/Communications Plan Review - Educational Collaborators can review Cuba Rushford’s
current communication plan; help build announcement letters, press kits & news releases. The EC team
can also help build a message and plan for communication with parents and the community. A review of
current electronic communication tools and recommendations on how they may be leveraged will be
included.
EC can also with the school to establish a marketing plan to ensure widespread support among
stakeholders. A sound plan would ensure that the positive outcomes achieved through the initiative are
promoted as appropriate.
Estimated cost - $3000

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area -“Marketing and
Communication.”
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Marketing &
Communication

Specific Recommendation

Planning for Initial
Announcements and
Program Launch

It is suggested that the school
st
develop and begin publicizing the 21
Century learning initiative on the web
page, in newsletters as well as
through press releases.

Development of
program
communications &
information briefs

Leveraging Your School
Web Site and Portal

Initial communications need to
st
emphasize 21 Century learning as
the main impetus of the initiative as
well as include points about the
benefits of a 1:1 program including
ROI information.
Recommend web page and/or a
district portal to extend information on
the initiative for updated
communication and FAQs.

Opportunities for
Building Excitement and
a Sense of Ownership

This should be the primary focus of
the entire support team.

Developing press kits &
news releases

Be consistent throughout the process.

Leveraging Web 2.0
communities to
embrace parents and
alumni

Teacher web sites to
develop improved
communication
Acceptable Use Policy
Creation/Revision and
Communication

District is already using Facebook.
Begin using other media such as
Twitter as a quick way to start
spreading the word while other
communication/marketing tools are
being developed.
It is important to set standards for
teachers’ web pages and make sure
teachers receive needed training.
Initial training will be enough for some
teachers, but others will have ongoing training needs.
AUP has been updated. Review to
ensure that other communications to
include the shared device program.

Estimated
Internal Cost

Estimated
External Costs

Phase/
Timing

Other Comments

40 hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

ASAP

Use social media tools to start
getting the word out.

40 hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

1-2

Estimate at
least 60
hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement
See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement
See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

ASAP

The school is considering a
web portal such as
MyBigCampus.

1-3

Be sure to include all
stakeholders.

ASAP

Be sure to include all
stakeholders.

40 hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

ASAP

Visit
http://www.socialsignal.com/bl
og/alexandra-samuel/bestpractices-for-non-profits-usingweb-2-0

Estimate 4-8
hours during
each phase

See PD Plan
Engagement

1-3

20 hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

Annually
with
handbooks

8 hours/week

25 hours
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Appendix IV contains Moodle
resources as well as a visual
of a teacher’s web site.
Visit
http://www.4dmo.com/w/index.
php?title=Acceptable_Use_Pol

Examine existing policies to ensure
the updated policies reflect the school
culture.

Strategies for on-going
communication

The staff should be responsible for
developing on-going communication.

Student-Parent
Handbook

Closely review the current handbook
and all other communications.
st
Update sections related to the 21
Century learning initiative and the
shared device program.

updates

8 hours/week

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

1-3

40 hours

See Marketing/
Communication
Engagement

Every
school year
with annual
updates
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icies

All Cuba Rushford faculty and
staff should have responsibility
for providing the
communication staff with
information about the initiative
in action.
Sample handbook at
http://www.battlegroundacade
my.org/ftpimages/203/downloa
d/Student%20Technology%20
Guide%2009-10.pdf

End User Support
The shift to a shared device project drastically changes the level of support required of a technology department.
A ubiquitous computing program requires that all students have working computers all the time. Teachers will
depend on the technology for delivering content and find confidence in knowing the material will be accessible to
students when and where they need it. For support to meet expectations, it is important that Cuba Rushford set
the standards for support and publicize them to teachers, students, and parents. Staff has conveyed that they are
concerned that adequate technology resources and support may be a barrier for a successful shared device
initiative.

Summary
Good operations can save the school significant money in reducing spares, increasing up-time, and thus
increasing the opportunity for quality integration into the curriculum. There are added challenges of planning and
maintaining a shared device program. The first year is the most difficult and will require additional support.

Recommendations











Successful technology staffs develop a good work flow chart for all user support scenarios. Once the
tech department is established complete with job descriptions a good work flow chart can be created
based on the staff, space, on-line helpdesk system and service level agreement.
Investigate appropriate software to track repairs and service calls. EC suggests previewing Web
HelpDesk, Track-IT, RT HelpDesk
Develop policies and procedures for repairs of student and faculty machines including reasonable service
and time expectations to make the necessary repairs. Budget constraints as well as tech staff are
determining factors. A low service level agreement (10 minutes or less) will result in a larger loaner pool.
Assume 50 machines per 200 machines if 10 minutes or less. Assume 25-30 machines per 200 if 15
minutes or more.
Explore and decide upon an image and application management plan for updates (e.g. patches, antivirus,
new apps.)
Purchase spare machines to use as loaners for students machines that need repair or replacement.
Promote models like “Ask three before me” to reduce help desk requests.
Consider the purchase of replacement parts for taking care of minor repairs in order to reduce turnaround
time.
Develop basic usage training plans and suggestions for expanding the users’ knowledge base to help
users to help themselves when they encounter issues.
Help Desk and Workflow Engagement- Nothing will kill a shared device program faster than unreliable
environment and the move to shared device presents an exponential, not linear, demand on the
technology staff. The help from our experts can have a significant impact on reducing the need of human
support to keep the program running smoothly. Thus, it usually has an immediate return on investment.
This engagement is always designed to meet the unique needs of the school but typically includes
assistance with trouble ticket tracking, work order documents, warranty versus accidental damage repair
procedures, help desk software configuration, and report templates. It will also include the creation of
Frequently Asked Questions that can be integrated into the image design.
Estimated cost - $4000 plus travel & expenses

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area -“End User Support.”
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End User Support
Warranty Repair Option
Evaluation

Specific Recommendations

Estimated
Internal
Costs

Estimated
External Costs

Phase/
Timing

n/a

n/a

With device
selection

School will purchase devices with
AppleCare support.

Third Party Provider
Evaluation

Recommend a hybrid plan. In-house
services are dependent on service and
time expectations developed for the
program.

Help Desk Design &
Workflow Strategy

n/a

n/a

1

They have a user support center with
tiered support.

60 hours

Ten mentoring
hours to assist
with the build of a
design

1-2

Defining Acceptable Service
Levels

At some point, Cuba Rushford will need
to define the services provided by the
help desk. This includes hours of
operations, services performed in-house
vs. off-site, and prioritization.

20 hours

See Helpdesk and
Workflow
Engagement

1-2

Technical Training
Requirements

Once the support levels are defined,
Cuba Rushford will need to determine if
additional training is needed.

5 hours

See Helpdesk and
Workflow
Engagement

2

Image
Management/Maintenance

The current iPads app requisition is
fulfilled within 24 hours. Recommend
different management tools such as
Absolute or Mobile Iron for MDM.

40 hours

Might outsource
this task.

2

Loaner Pool Needs Analysis

Can be determined after service level is
established.

5 hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement

2
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Other Comments

This can be better
determined after the
device selection has
been finalized.
Recommend developing
this once staffing is
determined. Visit
www.schoolnet.org.za/PI
LP/helpdesk/.../HelpDesk
_CH01.doc
Having discussions with
teachers is
recommended, but
ultimately is the decision
of the administration
based on the classroom
needs and available tech
support personnel.

Recommend discussing
with teachers application
use as well as any online resources, e-text,
etc.
Also need to consider
tracking, checkout
procedures, storage, and
security for the loaner
pool.

Replacement Part Inventory
Decisions
Determine staffing levels

2 year replacement cycle on batteries is
planned. Can be determined after service
level is established.
Consider using students to assist with
support. The initial rollout will require
additional personnel.

5 hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement

2

5 hours

See Helpdesk and
Workflow
Engagement

ASAP

15 hours

See Helpdesk and
Workflow
Engagement

2

2

2

Basic Usage Training Plans

Develop these along with the tech plan.
Include all constituencies – teachers,
students, parents, alums, etc.

FAQ Development and
Deployment

Keep these current and available on web.
Recommend adding to webpage and/or
putting onto computer image.

25 hours

See Marketing/
Communication/
Engagement

Remote Support Plans &
Procedures

After determining in-house skills,
determine what needs to be outsourced

25 hours

See Helpdesk and
Workflow
Engagement
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Also need to consider
storage and security of
replacement parts.
Recommend contacting
other shared device
schools.
Consider an “Ask 3
before me” plan for
students and teachers.
Make this available to
teachers and students.
Help them help
themselves.
Tech plan engagement
can include in-house and
outsourcing
recommendations.

Device Procurement and Deployment
Device selection, while not the most critical component of your program, is certainly the most visible and can
definitely have an impact on its success. Up front platform, feature, and specification decisions are all crucial
since you’ll have to live with them for at least the length of your refresh cycle. Functionality requirements depend
heavily on how the technology will be used. There are a number of benefits to be had in these decisions but
some of them may not be obvious or apparent until after the initial deployment. Make sure you consider the goals
of the program and discuss with staff their expectation of student use when selecting the appropriate device.

Summary
An individual laptop for each student requires stronger enterprise tools to keep things running smoothly. Image
design becomes significantly more difficult and critical for success. Locating and fixing mistakes on mobile
machines, once they are deployed, can be more difficult than fixing problems on the current machines. Cuba
Rushford should evaluate tools such as Casper, Absolute, or Mobile Iron. Also, the design of the image should
reflect the goals of the program and be flexible for growth of use.

Recommendations








Involve students and classroom teachers in image testing.
Explore and decide upon an image and application deployment plan.
Consider any customization to the image and applications that will eliminate user issues, questions, and
concerns such as FAQs on desktop, etc.
Investigation of image software recommended above if imaging is to be done on campus.
Consider asset tracking software such as Track-IT, Web Helpdesk
Evaluate and decide upon a back-up strategy for students’ files.
Damage to hardware will occur frequently. Have a process in place to align the serial numbers of all
replaceable parts to the user. Track these component allocations for “can” reporting purposes. This will
help determine where problems are occurring. This data can be tremendously helpful in working with
partners to quickly identify and rectify recurring problems.

The following table provides a review of the issues discussed relative to the functional area -“Device Procurement
& Deployment.”
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Device Procurement and
Deployment

Specific Recommendations

Establishing
Feature/Function/Option
Requirements

Considering using iPads. Make sure
device will meet the user and
classroom needs.

Vendor/Partner Analysis

Apple

RFI/RFP Writing & Proposal
Analysis

We did not discuss. If Cuba Rushford
needs help in developing RFP
processes and documents, EC can
assist.

Platform evaluation and
testing

In process

Software Image Design

Be sure to discuss applications,
Internet resources, and e-text with
teachers.

Image Deployment
Strategies
Delivery, Storage & Security

Asset Tagging & Tracking
Strategies

If outsourcing the image design,
recommend having same company
deploy image.
Make the decision on student storage
and cloud computing to assist with
this assessment.
The school has everything numbered
and logged in an excel spreadsheet.
Issues are not tracked to work order
system. Cuba Rushford may want to
track devices within PowerSchool.

Estimated
Internal
Costs

Estimated
External
Costs

Phase/
Timing

n/a

n/a

ASAP

20-30
hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement
20-100 hours
depending on
needs and
scope of RFP
See Tech Plan
Engagement

unknown

40 hours

n/a

Teacher -1
Student - 2

25 hours

n/a

ASAP

5 hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement

ASAP

5 hours

See Tech Plan
Engagement

n/a
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ASAP

ASAP

1-3

Other Comments
Make sure the model
selected will meet the needs
for the next three-four years.
Tech planning will help
determine other needs.

Tech planning will help in this
area as well.
Make sure the image
includes needed software
and is tested by school
personnel.
Make sure there is a plan for
updates, needed
modifications, etc.
Make sure there is room for
growth.
Understand what the school’s
responsibilities are. Select a
system that ties asset tagging
to the work order system.

Draft Timeline – assumes a 2013 student deployment
June-July











Goals & Objectives– set preliminary goals, formalize goals through discussion with various constituent
groups, refine goals to include measurable objectives, determine measurement tools for initiative including
learning walk rubric, begin build of tech plan
Financial Planning – determine how school will develop a total cost of program analysis (a TCO engagement
is recommend as well as mentoring hours with an experienced shared device financial advisor), complete
TCO analysis, order faculty machines including 4-year warranty (possible to include a few student machines
in this order), determine needed infrastructure upgrades/additions, develop a method of tracking expenses
related to initiative determining which cost are implementation related and which costs are on-going
Infrastructure Development – design network including all hardware and software needs, evaluate the current
equipment, determine needed purchases, order equipment
Faculty Development – develop a PD plan that coordinates the various training (teacher device, Moodle,
MyBigCampus, survey results) around the initiative’s goals as well as teachers’ basic training needs, define
skills needed by key personnel (integration specialist, librarians, administrators), schedule training when
needed for key personnel; send staff to Lausanne Laptop Institute
Curriculum Integration – same as Faculty Development
Marketing & Communication – develop a marketing/communication plan, begin using Facebook and Twitter to
get the word out as well as press releases, newsletters, and posting on website
End User Support – listen to and address constituent concerns via surveys and focus groups
Device Procurement & Deployment – develop, test, and deploy teacher image and applications, determine
asset tracking method, inventory/asset tag teacher laptops, distribute teacher all in one devices

August (add items not completed in June-July)









Goals & Objectives – conduct baseline assessments and gather other baseline data, continue to build tech
plan
Financial Planning – continue to review funding for student deployment
Infrastructure Development – build and test network, determine what support skills are needed in-house and
what tasks can be outsourced
Faculty Development – refer to PD plan, be sure to inform teacher’s of expectations around the initiative as
soon as possible, PD should include productivity software, Moodle, introduction to professional learning
networks, introduction to Web 2.0 tools, introduction to collaboration tools
Curriculum Integration – refer to PD plan
Marketing & Communication – refer to marketing/communication plan, continue to publicize the initiative as
much as possible
End User Support – training should focus on getting teacher’s comfort with their device (refer to PD plan) and
productivity skills
Device Procurement & Deployment – address any issues with teacher devices

Sept-Dec (add items not completed in summer)








Goals & Objectives – continue to build tech plan (document build of network, imaging process, costs)
Financial Planning – continue to track costs, begin to build an annual tech budget as part of tech plan
Infrastructure Development – continue to test network, continue to evaluate in-house vs. outsourced network
support
Faculty Development – refer to PD plan, talk to staff about concerns for student deployment
Curriculum Integration – refer to PD plan
Marketing & Communication – refer to marketing/communication plan, begin talking to parents about plans for
student devices
End User Support – continue to support teacher needs focusing on their comfort level, listen to and address
constituent concerns, define acceptable service levels, develop basic training plans for students, training for
students and teachers involved in tech support
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Device Procurement & Deployment – Finalize selection of student devices

Jan-May (add items not completed in fall)









Goals & Objectives – finalize tech plan,
Financial Planning – continue to track costs, maintain tech budget as part of tech plan, consider a revisit with
experience shared device financial advisor; purchase student devices
Infrastructure Development – refer to tech plan, continue to evaluate in-house vs. outsourced network
support, test network in all classrooms for 1:1 activity
Faculty Development – refer to PD plan
Curriculum Integration – refer to PD plan
Marketing & Communication – refer to marketing/communication plan, develop parent and student
orientations
End User Support – continue to support teacher needs focusing on their comfort level, listen to and address
constituent concerns, develop help desk design and workflow strategy, training for students and teachers
involved in tech support; prepare for onsite support
Device Procurement & Deployment – develop and test student image and applications, inventory and asset
tag student laptops, plan distribution of student devices deploy student image; begin planning for student
deployment

June-August (add items not completed in spring)









Goals & Objectives – keep initiative goals at the forefront of the deployment celebration
Financial Planning – continue to track costs and maintain tech budget
Infrastructure Development – refer to tech plan, continue to evaluate in-house vs. outsourced network support
Faculty Development – refer to PD plan, address classroom management in a shared device program, follow
up on professional learning networks, collaboration tools, and Web 2.0 tools; send staff to Lausanne Laptop
Institute
Curriculum Integration – refer to PD plan
Marketing & Communication – refer to marketing/communication plan; offer parent and student orientations
End User Support – support teacher, student, and parent needs focusing on their comfort level, listen to and
address constituent concerns, implement help desk design and workflow strategy; setup onsite support
model
Device Procurement & Deployment – inventory/asset tag student devices; ready the student devices for
distribution, distribute devices to student in addition to basic training

Part of this engagement is to include approximate costs of services related to the project. These are estimates
and given the scope and timeliness of this project, we suggest a follow-up call to this report to discuss questions
and needed clarifications. At that time, we can provide customized recommendations of our services based on
the needs of Cuba Rushford. It is has been a pleasure working with you on this assessment and we hope it helps
to guide your implementation.

Janet Herdman, Karen Montgomery
Educational Collaborators
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Appendix I:
Anatomy of a One-to-One Program Every school is unique. Each will need to address similar issues but they will do so in
different ways. Since approaches will differ there can be no single “off the shelf” plan or recipe for implementation. One-toone initiatives are multi-faceted and represent a major change in the way a school operates. Compartmentalizing the
complexities into a framework of interrelated functional requirements will ensure the needs of every stakeholder are met.

At the core of the framework are the unique goals and objectives that must be carefully considered throughout the planning
process. This approach will ensure the program is grounded in the schools mission, thereby greatly improving adoption and
Value On Investment (VOI).
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Appendix Il: Call Notes
Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Discussion Notes

Cuba-Rushford Input

Regional model of
excellence; feel technology
has to be on the forefront,
college and career ready to
go; partner at BOCES
(cooperative education
service employer)terminology we use will
assist with aid; if they have
shared resources then a
shared device is aidable;
term 1:1 is taboo; shared
device is a better term
because of financing;
devices can still go home;
use shared devices
Students not needing
textbooks; savings on paper
and what else can we save;
this will be a selling point;
college and career
readiness; when we have
an one iPad for student
teacher perception is that
student rate of consumption
of information is greater and
knowledge is deeper- can
we track this?
Have to sell cost savings to
the communities; facultywe need to discuss project
based learning and
teachers being facilitators of
knowledge. Students
already know how to use
the technology. Extending
the school day - students
spend an hour on the bus
every day - productive day
working with Verizon (hot
spots). How do we help
households without
service? Equity

Mission: To prepare students to be life-long learners
who are independent, involved, and conscientious
citizens in a global community.

Goals and Objectives
Tying Initiative to Mission

Creating a vision of possibilities

Consensus gathering around
common goals

Vision:

To become a regional model of
excellence.

1) NRG Savings 2) Digital Text Books 3)
Paper Reduction 2,000,000 sheets per year
now.
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Understanding conditions of
constituent satisfaction

Defining Program Success

Identifying barriers/know what
you want to change

Determining what, when & how
often to measure
Tech Plan Creation and
Revisions

Shared device Leadership
Strategies & Coaching

Section Summary:
Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Survey - what are their
thoughts; I don't know how
to measure the things I
want to measure - in
education how to measure
that student showed up and
was able to learn; we are
working on so many things
at same time
How do students feel about
learning; reduction of
operating costs; how do
teachers feel about
teaching; post secondary
surveys after year 1
Funding; community
perception; transition of
New York State to high
accountability - how are
teachers measured,
common core; infrastructure
is a concern we are
covering in district - out of
district how do we cover the
students at home?
What is the measurement
we choose to use - student
attitudes toward learning
3-year plan - at the end of
every year they amend; do
an annual review - 20102013 cycle
Superintendent, technology;
MS principal; SS teacher
took on the role as a
technology integration
specialist - handles the
apps on the Ipads - are
there grants available to
provide a coach?

How are we going to measure customer
satisfaction?

What three outcomes are we going to
measure to base our success on?

We want to change students’ college and
career readiness for the better.

?????

Discussion Notes

School Input

Have done some
preplanning; already have
laptops, netbooks, and have
looked at a sustainable
plan; iPads may be
affordable; are they enough
of a tool; looked at leasing;
iMac or Airbooks for
teachers

x

Financial Planning
Developing a Rollout/Refresh
Strategy relative to budget &
needs
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Identification/classification of
cost drivers: TCO Analysis for
1:1
Software Budget & Planning

Student Financial Assistance
Planning
Accidental Damage & Theft
Insurance
Procurement Strategies:
Purchase/Finance/Lease

Financial Institution Evaluation
Aligning budget to goals to
quantify return of Value On
Investment
Determining Asset Ownership:
Pros/Cons
Cash Flow Analysis & Planning
Conducting Baseline
Assessments

Haven't looked at
miscellaneous costs loaners etc.
Budget is itemized and
based on code; Diane lets
them recode at the end of
the year; taking a 5% cut
next year

x

Apple care insurance

x

4 months ago was looking
at leasing a lot because
might be able to Ipad reviewing budget as an
operating budget not a
capital budget

x

Initial teacher survey; not
necessarily using student
test scores to measure on
this program

x

x

Managing Mid-Cycle
Moves/Adds/Deletes
Section Summary:

Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

$190,000 hardware; 70000 software and willing to look at textbook funds;
infrastructure is funded from the same pool; use E-Rate for Wifi; E-Rate is
high 70%; 1 million total technology budget some come from BOCES,
grants, includes personnel; designated some grants in the past but these
have been reduced; might use SpEd funds
Discussion Notes
School Input

Infrastructure
Development
Evaluation of load management
in anticipation of shared device

Wireless N - 98% coverage;
BOCES survey; they knew
about the 1:1; 70 AP for
1000 students; can add 24
more AP; 24 students all
going to video students 16
can't stream; full switched 1
gig to classroom; fiber
between closets

wifi in district. When a class of 24 attempt to
stream HD video to iPad about 16 can watch
at the same time on the N network. Before
on the G network only about 6 could stream
and watch at a time.
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Evaluation of tools for monitoring
network load and computer use

Web based management
tool - Avaya; AD; 8-10
physical boxes; 15-20
virtual; BOSES a little bit of
hosting

Into the school is 1 gigabit ethernet. We
have 62 current APs operating in district. We
have 37 APs in boxes ready to install. We
licensed to a total of 128 APs.

Evaluation of storage volume
and organization in anticipation
of shared device

Backup to tape in other
buildings; students have
network storage - 32
terabyte san and getting an
additional 16
WNRIC - don't know how
much maybe 1 Gig - do
have issues of outages and
slow (lots of times it is a
local issue - old or outdated
equipment); working with
Avaya to make this more
dependable

Server upgrades this year at CRCS.

Have to be able to print
somewhere - use
centralized printing
Filter is Lightspeed;
Opportunity for
improvement; regional
center (not local) gets
something unblocked within
24 hours; teacher setups
video in MyBigCampus

Students need to print today. We want to
move toward paperless.

Evaluation of Internet bandwidth
and network traffic shaping

Battery & Power Requirements
Print Management & Strategies

Wireless Traffic
Management/Load
Balancing/Security

Web and Database Resource
Integration

Into the school is 1 gigabit ethernet.

Avaya software also balances loads.

Website - Page Counts = 1,116 active So
far in April we have 36,785 Page views by
8,360 Visitors.

Section Summary:
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Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Discussion Notes

School Input

Faculty Development
Schedule and calendar
modifications

21st century
learning/development of studentteacher resources/integrating
student-based activities

Understanding the value and
application of pedagogical
approaches such as:
Constructivism

Understanding by Design
Inquiry-based learning
Problem-based learning
Classroom Management in a
shared device program

Inservice days - teachers
showing teacher; BOCES
Rob Miller led a 1 week
summer camp for IPads for
10 teachers; Rob came
back biweekly for 1 day
every 2 weeks for 4 months;
BOCES provided 1 teacher
a month and provided subs;
Have 20 days for inservice;
4 Superintendent days - 2
1/2 days for requirements of
APPR; no early release or
collaboration time
Easy to get 20% of staff to
move; then move 60%; poor
at moving the last the 20%;
Carlos installed projectors;
5 years started using
promethean boards; next
phase is student devicesextremely dynamic when
this happens - last 20% has
moved up just not as fast;
create an environment
where students have some
kind of input

Part of what they are doing
now. Thoughtful classroom
training - it will reinforce
what they have done for the
past 2-3 years

Not doing UBD formally
Also a part of Thoughtful
classroom training
Also a part of Thoughtful
classroom training
Working with device
management software;
teachers have expressed
some concern already
working on some solutions
like ITEL; don't have a

A learning process which allows a student to
experience an environment first-hand,
thereby, giving the student reliable, trustworthy
knowledge. The student is required to act
upon the environment to both acquire and
test new knowledge. wikipedia

Using "vision" in libraries and iTalc in M.
Grillo's classroom.
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policy yet

Maintaining current information
in a rapidly changing world by
developing professional learning
networks
Developing comfort with new
technologies such as:
Laptop/Tablet specific skills

Course management software
(i.e. Moodle or Blackboard)

Web 2.0 general tools
(blogs, wikis, social networking)

Collaboration tools
(Google Apps, Office Live)

Screen casting and presentation
tools
Section Summary:
Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Teachers 20-60-20;
Students are advanced and
willing to assist staff;
student technology deputies
and teachers are willing to
accept help from students
Currently have a Moodle
server - a handful of teacher
have a course and another
handful are starting (3040% will use in 3 years);
curriculum mapper - all
teachers use this with
differing levels of success;
Might use My Big
Campus thought it is
watered down - might reach
80% - more of a social
networking feel
20-30% use - voice thread
and others

X

X

VCE link
http://www.crcs.wnyric.org/HighSchool.cfm?s
ubpage=527798 CRCS Outdoors link
http://wildlife.crcsweb.com/Site2/

Attempted Gmail and wasn't
a good experience; looking
at Microsoft 365 - looking at
cloud and how does it play
into CIPA; cloud and how
do we protect and backup?
Vision and ITALC

MyBigCampus?

Discussion Notes

School Input

ExamGen - common core
based, Explore learning;
BOCES provides online
media; Standard Score
component of Curriculum
Mapper to integrate with
PowerSchool

Common Core, APPR, and Data Driven
instruction initiatives all required by the NYS
RTTT

Curriculum Integration
Individual mentoring needs for
teachers
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Discipline specific application of
tools such as:
Math in a shared device
program
Science in a shared device
program
English in a shared device
program
Social Studies in a shared
device program
Languages in a shared device
program
Project and Rubric Development
Development of external
networks of experts to bring into
the classroom
Student information and
communication technology
literacy such as:

Visual/Media literacy
Network literacy
Information literacy

Apps by the 100s
ISL used based on CC

IXL + apps by the 100s + Castle learning
explorelearning quai.com

Turn it in; Accelerated
Reading
Apps by the 100s + BOCES sites
Apps by the 100s

Rob Miller; BOCES team;
Dell and Apple

League of Innovative Schools, Linda Hall

Technology plan has grade
level NETS for students;
elementary Type to Learn;
4-5 some; staff use Turnkey
trainers; system software;
Danielson Rubric maximizing the use of
available resources; student
learning
Multimedia movies, prezi,
PP

X

Not necessarily tied to
library media curriculum but
see it happening

Intercultural literacy
Section Summary:
Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Discussion Notes

School Input

4-5 grade students taking
home Dell now at Rushford;
part of digital assessment
pilot - 6th grade students
take a SS test a year from
now; grade 6, 8, and 11
during the next school have
students with devices; 2nd
year 7, 9, 12, by year 3
have all grade 5-12; Carlos
would like to see early
grades because they will be
better informed

Create a web site

Marketing &
Communication
Planning for Initial
Announcements and Program
Launch
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Development of program
communications & information
briefs
Leveraging Your School Web
Site and Portal

Opportunities for Building
Excitement and a Sense of
Ownership
Developing press kits & news
releases

Leveraging Web 2.0
communities to embrace parents
and alumni
Teacher web sites to develop
improved communication

Acceptable Use Policy
Creation/Revision and
Communication

Strategies for on-going
communication
Student-Parent Handbook

Haven't done
communication outside of
these stakeholders
Web site get a lot of hits 40,000 a month; add FAQs;
VPN for staff for H drives;
looking at MyBigCampus for
students

A group of 6-10 are starting to get the
picture.
Website - Page Counts = 1,116 active So far
in April we have 36,785 Page views by 8,360
Visitors.

Facebook and monthly
newsletter now used;
features on web site; local
paper goes to a portion of
the district
Using Facebook. Haven't
setup Twitter for the district

x

Teacher web sites School
World - tree of web sites
teachers have their own
staff web site - 2/3 have a
site; 1/3 active
AUP currently in place
updated within the last 12
months and are
resubmitting plan to BOSES
and AUP is part of this;
have looked at others that
are already doing this; login
clicks ok; written policy
goes home in a handbook;
unique equipment have a
signed copy; students and
parents

www.crcs.wnyric.org

Reviewed annually for
needed changes

Section Summary:
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x

Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Discussion Notes

School Input

End User Support
Warranty Repair Option
Evaluation
Third Party Provider Evaluation
Help Desk Design & Workflow
Strategy

Defining Acceptable Service
Levels
Technical Training
Requirements

Image
Management/Maintenance

Loaner Pool Needs Analysis

Replacement Part Inventory
Decisions
Determine staffing levels
Basic Usage Training Plans

Apple Care for iPads

User support center; turns
into an email; work orders
are assigned in buckets by
Jay; technicians also see
Jay's bucket; users get
feedback; work orders are
closed; Notice Notes is
being used
None in place but pretty
much 5 9's in place
BOSES - 7 man days a
week; Paul; 3 teachers tech admin passwords 1
period a day support;
iPads app requisition
fulfilled within 24 hours;
consumer device - how do
we fit this into district
environment
10% is high; plastic back;
other accessories; other
devices to support

x

:o)

Transition from carts of laptops in
classrooms to students carrying a tablet
device. Access to desk tops and lap tops at
school and to sign out.

Students charge at home

Thinking through student
training; Paul has done
some training

FAQ Development and
Deployment
Remote Support Plans &
Procedures
Section Summary:
Task/Issue to Address (By
Group)

Discussion Notes

Device Procurement and
Deployment
Establishing
Feature/Function/Option
Requirements
Vendor/Partner Analysis
RFI/RFP Writing & Proposal

Whiteboarding
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School Input

Analysis
Platform evaluation and testing
Software Image Design
Image Deployment Strategies
Delivery, Storage & Security

Asset Tagging & Tracking
Strategies

Image vs App delivery
We are slack - we don't lock
up; haven't lost any yet;
students will be assigned to
a device

Teachers are doing a good job with devices
in their classroom. Rural America especially
Cuba and Rushford is pretty safe and trust
worthy.

Everything is numbered and
logged - excel spreadsheet
- bar code reader - not
tracked to work order
system; currently track
textbooks in PowerSchool

Technology Plan
Updates/Revisions
Section Summary:
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x

Appendix III: Brief Interpretation of Survey Data
General Information:








87 respondents, eight do not have Internet access at home.
Not everyone answered all questions.
Mix of responses are consistent with most schools implementing a shared device program.
A tiered approach to training that includes limited full group instruction but mostly small group and mentoring
is recommended. Small groups should be a mix of by discipline as well as skill level. Staff convey a desire
for hands on training.
As administrators, keep in mind that it is the student’s experience that is important, so evaluate the blend of
classroom experiences based on students not teachers. It is important that administrators understand the
staff development in which teachers are participating and the impact that it should have in the classroom.
Consider shadowing a student at each grade level each quarter to collect data on student’s experience and
help teachers choose integration techniques that work with their classroom environment, teaching style,
learning objectives, and teacher and student skills.
st
If not already implemented, have teachers maintain portfolios illustrating their classroom integration of 21
Century teaching and learning. Develop a rubric to evaluate the portfolio and use this as another measure of
the success of the initiative.
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How often are the following activities used in your classroom: This question was designed to give
insight into teacher pedagogy.
The results of the survey indicate that teachers are primarily using lecture, full class discussion, students
st
reading aloud, and individual written work, as their primary pedagogy and very little use of 21 Century
Internet tools. These are examples of traditional classroom settings. Staff are reporting using technology
with frequency however they are not reporting using electronic resources or having students do research.
This data indicates an area in which the district can focus for change.
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21st Century Learning and access: This question was designed to assist in assessing teacher’s believe
st

and readiness for the 21 Century initiative. Teachers’ responses indicate that staff believe it is important to
st
teach 21 Century learning skills however they feel less strongly that the school is doing a good job teaching
st
21 Century learning or even technology skills. Teachers are comfortable using technology but feel they are
not provided adequate technology in the classroom. They feel very strongly that students would benefit from
an increase in the amount of technology.
This data provides support for the need for additional classroom resources.
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Initial Training: Focus on getting teachers more comfortable with digital and collaboration tools as well as
technology to differentiate instruction and the use of digital devices to extend the learning day. Do not
recommend doing this type of training in groups larger than fifteen. Dividing groups by skill and/or discipline
is also recommended.
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Benefits of technology: Teachers believe technology integration significantly better prepares students for
college and the workplace. They also believe that technology will improve academics, classroom
engagement, and their access to digital media.
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Comfort with classroom technology: The average teacher is not going to be comfortable
troubleshooting technical glitches during class. Suggest having sign out of tech personnel. Relationships
are key when assisting teachers with classroom integration. If a teacher does not feel comfortable with tech
personnel, they are less likely to sign them out. Determine those teachers who are comfortable with
troubleshooting technical glitches during class and if possible, have them available as well. Another strategy
is for staff to identify student technology leaders within the classroom to assist with technology.
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Staff Concerns: When using technology in the classroom, staff are most concerned with Internet safety,
Internet speed, network reliability, and sustained technology funding. Ensure that staff understand how the
Internet filter is set and establish appropriate network configurations and SLAs.
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Appendix IV: Teacher Moodle web site suggestions

Visit the following sites:




Getting started for teachers – Moodle Docs at http://docs.moodle.org/en/Getting_started_for_teachers
How can Moodle change a school (Part 1) at http://vimeo.com/channels/44004#4964277
Your syllabus – a foundation for your online Moodle course at http://id.maryparke.com/2009/06/17/11/
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